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COOKING IN THE KITCHEN: 
OUTDOORS

NATIONAL HOME 
IMPROVEMENT MONTH

IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS: 
BLACK FIXTURES

LET’S GET FIT: HOME GYMS



OUTDOOR COOKING: LET’S BUILD IT

School is almost out and summer in Vegas began last month! This means relaxing backyard get togethers with 
the kids running around, the grill smoking, and beers clinking. 
Now is the perfect time to call Tridel Construction out to get your backyard ready for the summer. Whether 
you are looking for a full outdoor kitchen complete with sink, refrigerated storage, and electrical 
outlets under a solid structure or just an island build to hold a professional grill, we’ve got you 
covered! Let’s create something unique this summer!

Custom BBQ build with marble 
countertops, both apart of a full 
home renovation. 

This solid two story structure 
features additional seating on 
the rooftop, overlooking a 
glamorous pool. The outdoor 
kitchen offers plenty of prep and 
cook space around the grill. Both 
ideal features for Vegas get 
togethers. 

This solid structure features 
plenty of shade to cover a full 
outdoor kitchen complete with a 
conveniently placed outdoor sink.



NATIONAL HOME IMPROVEMENT MONTH

eMBRACE THE REMODEL
May is National Home Improvement Month.  What better way to celebrate than 
to get the remodel of your dreams started with Tridel Construction!
Our estimates are free and we work closely with designers and engineers so a 
remodeling project begins and ends with Tridel Construction. 
It is our goal, at Tridel Construction, to bring remodel ideas to life for 
clients all around the Las Vegas and Henderson area. 
Being a NARI accredited remodeling company with hundreds of happy clients 
throughout the valley, we are confident that we can take your remodelling 
goals and make them a beautiful reality. 

 



SMALL IDEA, BIG IMPACT: BLACK FIXTURES

How can you make an impact on 
a simple bathroom remodel 
without breaking the bank?
Our dark little secret: 
Invest in black fixtures.
A wonderful way to keep 
things easy and reasonable, 
black fixtures breathe life 
into any bathroom. No matter 
the style, size, or theme, 
black fixtures are the ideal 
way to add that subtle, but 
fierce elevation to a 
bathroom. 

Though this type of fixture 
works the strongest against a 
brighter background such as 
white or gray tiles, it can 
still accomplish that subtle, 
but fierce elevation against 
any tile.
Displayed below, the deeply 
intense gray tile background 
envelopes the black fixtures 
in a mature darkness that 
only brings out the richness 
of the black. 
Whereas the smoky gray tile, 
disp

displayed after, highlights the black 
fixtures with gentleness. 
It has been proven that black fixtures 
are most energetic against a classier 
tile background. But what about a more 
rustic approach? 
Displayed at the end, this wood look tile 
absorbs the straightforward darkness that 
are the black fixtures allowing it to 
bring a touch of wisdom into such a 
natural look. With shadowy pebble tile 
supporting this type of darkness, these 
fixtures still accomplish that subtle, 
but fierce elevation. 



WHAT’S HOT: HOME GYMS

Conversion: 
This garage in the 89128 zip code of 
Summerlin doesn’t waste a single spot of 
space. Originally a three car garage, the 
owners chose to convert a portion they knew 
they wouldn’t need for car space, into a 
home gym.
With cardio and weight lifting equipment 
strategically organized, there is plenty of 
room for coexisting workouts to commence. It 
is the ideal couple home gym and a fantastic 
area for a good Vegas summer sweat. 

Addition: 
This stunning 923  square foot addition in the 89141 
zip code of Las Vegas incorporated an entire room 
dedicated to fitness. In addition to a master bedroom, 
full bathroom, and living room, this home gym is 
accessible to anyone within the home.
Catered more so towards the creative fitness fanatic, 
this dance studio type of home gym is versatile enough 
to fit all fitness needs from bodybuilding to yoga. 
Focusing on perfecting the essentials, this home gym 
features full length mirrors that follow you across 
the easy to clean gym floor as well as a professional 
entertainment set up. You will forget you are at home 
with a private bathroom and bed just a few feet away! 



Book your complimentary consultation TODAY!

📧 info@tridelco.com tridelco construction702www.tridelco.com📞 702-751-9558


